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Since 1989, we have rapidly become the industry standard 
for slipcovered and upholstered furniture.  We are known for 
perfecting the washable slipcover, which comes with many 
styles of our custom furniture.  All of our slipcovered furniture 
can be ordered as a traditional upholstered piece if preferred.  
We feature an incredible array of over 500 fabrics to choose 
from.  There are over 30 different furniture styles, all made by 
hand at our manufacturing facility in Long Beach, California.

Our quality craftsmanship offers so many choices and the 
options are endless!  Because we are the manufacturer, we can 
offer innovative designs and carry fabrics exclusively milled 
for Quatrine.  Plus, each piece is handmade to order and gets 
inspected at every stage of the building process, insuring 
that the quality goes in before the slipcover goes on.  Our 
commitment to customer service and unsurpassed quality 
makes purchasing Quatrine Custom Furniture an investment 
you can live with.

Our frames are made from kiln-dried hardwood called Alder 
that comes from the Pacific Northwest, and hold a lifetime 
warranty.  We do not use pine, particle-board or plywood.  Each 
frame is assembled, one at a time with wooden dowels, then 
glued and secured into place with galvanized steel fasteners.  

All edges are beveled so that there are no sharp corners on 
the frame.  There are two types of spring support systems for 
our furniture. The 8-way, hand tied spring system provides 
the ultimate in stabilized support and comfort.  This system 
consists of 8-gauge, steel-coil springs that are compressed and 
tied to each other by hand.  This is not a drop-in, mechanical 
unit.  The no-sag system is a sinuous wire spring that zigzags 
in an 'S' shape, providing excellent seat support.  No-Sag is 
standard for all of our pieces.  Stow-able, commercial grade 
fold-out sleeper units are also available on many Quatrine 
models.  We use the Leggett and Platt® brand mechanism, 
which is a warranted internal frame sleeper.  For your comfort, 
Quatrine provides cushions and pillows specifically designed 
for our style of frames.  The foam cushion is wrapped inside 
an envelope with your choice of either down, feather/Dacron-
blend, or 100% Dacron fiber.

Another great benefit of owning a piece of Quatrine Furniture 
is the ability to get additional slipcovers at any time.  Since each 
piece is made to order, you have the opportunity to customize 
or modify the selected style.  All styles can be shortened or 
lengthened in depth and they can also be created as a sectional 
to virtually meet any of your space requirements.

Creating endless possibilities in Custom furniture and interior design sinCe 1989
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BEDDING
-poplin cotton, linen and custom bedding

-duvet, bed skirt, and euro shams available
-down and heavenly fill (synthetic) inserts available

*pieces may be sold separately



5

dimensions
twin:  42"W x 52"h x 5"d
full:  58"W x 52"h x 5"d

queen:  65"W x 52"h x 5"d
California King:  77"W x 52"h x 5"d

King:  82"W x 52"h x 5"d

-slipcovered, flat top, or camel top
-upholstered legs

-Classic footboard also available
-Custom sizes available

CLASSIC HEADBOARD
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dimensions
twin:  42"W x 60"h (16"h platform) x 5"d
full:  58"W x 66"h (16"h platform) x 5"d

queen:  65"W x 66"h (16"h platform) x 5"d
California King:  77"W x 66"h (16"h platform) x 5"d

King:  82"W x 66"h (16"h platform) x 5"d
 (Wing measures 13.5"d)

-slipcovered, camel top
-platform

-Custom sizes available

LAuREN BED
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dimensions
twin:  42"W x 52"h x 2"d
full:  58"W x 52"h x 2"d

queen:  65"W x 52"h x 2"d
California King:  77"W x 52"h x 2"d

King:  82"W x 52"h x 2"d

-upholstered (slipcover available)
-available with nailheads, buttons, rosettes, and pom poms

-available with or without tufting
-Custom sizes available

MANHATTAN HEADBOARD
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dimensions
twin:  42"W x 66"h (36"h footboard) x 3.5"d
full:  58"W x 66"h (36"h footboard) x 3.5"d

queen:  65"W x 66"h (36"h footboard) x 3.5"d
California King:  77"W x 66"h (36"h footboard) x 3.5"d

King:  82"W x 66"h (36"h footboard) x 3.5"d

-upholstered, flat top, or camel top
-available with wooden or upholstered legs

-available with nailheads, buttons, rosettes, and pom poms
-Custom sizes available

NEW PROvENCE BED
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dimensions
twin:  42"W x 66"h x 3.5"d
full:  58"W x 66"h x 3.5"d

queen:  65"W x 66"h x 3.5"d
California King:  77"W x 66"h x 3.5"d

King:  82"W x 66"h x 3.5"d

-upholstered (slipcover available)
-available with nailheads, buttons, rosettes, and pom poms

-available with or without tufting
-Custom sizes available

NEW PROvENCE HEADBOARD
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dimensions
twin:  42"W x 52"h (34"h footboard) x 5"d
full:  58"W x 52"h (34"h footboard) x 5"d

queen:  65"W x 52"h (34"h footboard) x 5"d
California King:  77"W x 52"h (34"h footboard) x 5"d

King:  82"W x 52"h (34"h footboard) x 5"d

-upholstered, flat top, or camel top
-available with wooden or upholstered legs

-available with nailheads, buttons, rosettes, and pom poms
-Custom sizes available

PROvENCE BED
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dimensions
twin:  42"W x 52"h x 5"d
full:  58"W x 52"h x 5"d

queen:  65"W x 52"h x 5"d
California King:  77"W x 52"h x 5"d

King:  82"W x 52"h x 5"d

-upholstered, flat top or camel top
-upholstered legs

-available with nailheads, buttons, rosettes, and pom poms
-Custom sizes available

PROvENCE HEADBOARD
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dimensions
square table:

34"W x 18"h x 34"d
(4 small side tables) 16"W x 16"h x 16"d 

rectangular table:
51"W x 18"h x 34"d

(1 large side table) 34"W x 16"h x 15"d
(4 small side tables) 16"W x 16"h x 16"d

-all tables can be sold separately
-Custom sizes and finishes available

ALTON COFFEE TABLE
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dimensions
  rectangular:

24"W x 18"h x 20"d
48"W x 18"h x 28"d

square:
36"W x 18"h x 36"d
42"W x 18"h x 42"d

  
-Custom sizes and finishes available

CuBIST COFFEE TABLE
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dimensions
small:  48"W x17"h x 28"d
large:  60"W x17"h x 43"d

-available with casters
-Custom sizes and finishes available

DANBuRy COFFEE TABLE
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ANTOINETTE
dimensions

Chair:  30"W x 32"h x 32"d
loveseat:  60"W x 32"h x 32"d

sofa:  90"W x 32"h x 32"d

-34"h with casters
-Custom sizes available
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CAPRI
dimensions

standard height:  30"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  44" 50" 56" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-the ‘new Capri’ is available with a straight back and smaller arms

-sleeper available in the 40" depth
-Custom sizes available



17

CHATEAu
dimensions

standard height:  33"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  38" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional
-sleeper available in 40" depth
-Can be made without arm ties 

-Custom sizes available



18

CHELSEA
dimensions

standard height:  33"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional
-sleeper available in 40" depth

-pillows available without tufting 
-Custom sizes available
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CONTEMPORARy
dimensions

standard height:  30"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-sleeper available in 40" depth 

-Custom sizes available
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FRANCIS
dimensions

standard height:  33"
standard depth:  34"

Width sizes:  34" 60" 84" 

-this style is also available as a sectional
-Custom sizes available
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HARLOW
dimensions

standard height:  33"
standard depth:  36"

Width sizes:  26" 32" 38" 52" 78"

-this style is also available as a sectional
-Custom sizes available
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LONDON
dimensions

standard height:  36"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  36" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-Can be made with a flat back

-available with our without casters
-Custom sizes available



23

MANHATTAN
dimensions

standard height:  34"    
standard depth:  36" or 40"

Width sizes:  32" 36" 63" 90" 

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-matching ottoman available

-Custom sizes available
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MANON CHAIR
dimensions

30"W x 35"h x 34"d

-Custom sizes available
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MID-CENTuRy
dimensions

standard height:  34"
standard depth:  34"

Width sizes: 34" 62" 88"
 

-Custom sizes available
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MILAN

dimensions
standard height:  32"

standard depth:  36" or 40"
Width sizes:  32" 36" 42" 48" 54" 64" 70" 76" 82" 88" 94"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-mini and std. chair available with a swivel or rocking swivel

-sleeper available in 40" depth 
-Custom sizes available



27

MODERN GEORGE
dimensions

Chair:  28"W x 33"h x 30"d
bench:  56"W x 33"h x 30"d

-upholstered
-Custom sizes available



28

MODERN MILAN
dimensions

standard height:  33"    
standard depth:  36" or 40"

Width sizes:  32" 36" 42" 48" 54" 64" 70" 76" 82" 88" 94"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-a mini modern milan chair is 32"h

-std. chair available with a swivel or rocking swivel
-sleeper available in 40" depth 

-Custom sizes available
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MODERN WINGBACK CHAIR
dimensions

28.5"W x 45"h x 34"d

-available with or without casters
-Custom sizes available
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MORNING CHAIR
dimensions

34"W x 33"h x 39"d

-available with a removable skirt
-Custom sizes available



31

MONTEREy
dimensions

standard height:  30"    
standard depth:  44"

Width sizes:  66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional
-modified monterey available with lower backs and 40" depth

-sleeper available
-Custom sizes available



32

NEW GRACE
dimensions

standard height:  34"    
standard depth:  36"

Width sizes:  32" 56" 80"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-Custom sizes available



33

NEW MOROCCAN
dimensions

standard height:  33"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  36" 63" 72" 78" 84" 90" 102"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-Custom sizes available
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NEW yORKER
dimensions

standard height:  32"    
standard depth:  36" or 40"

Width sizes:  36" 42" 48" 54" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-available with a smaller arm
-matching ottoman available

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-Custom sizes available
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PARIS CHAIR
dimensions

28"W x 36"h x 34"d

-Custom sizes available
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PATRICIA
dimensions

standard height:  35"
standard depth:  43"

Width sizes:  32" 38" 44" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-std. chair available with a swivel or rocking swivel

-Custom sizes available
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PAuLINA CHILDREN'S CHAIR
dimensions

24"W x 25"h x 25"d

-Custom sizes available
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SEvILLA
dimensions

standard height:  30"
standard depth:  36" or 40"

Width sizes:  38" 42" 48" 54" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-Chair and Chair 1/2 available with a swivel

-sleeper available in 40" depth 
-Custom sizes available



39

SIENNA
dimensions

standard height:  32"
standard depth:  38"

Width sizes:  36" 58" 78" 98"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-std. chair available with a swivel or rocking swivel

-Custom sizes available
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vERANDA
dimensions

standard height:  32"
standard depth:  40"

Width sizes:  40" 46" 52" 66" 72" 78" 84" 90" 96"

-this style is also available as a sectional and chaise
-Chair and Chair 1/2 available with a swivel

-sleeper available in 40" depth 
-Custom sizes available
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  dimensions
60"W x 32"h x 20"d

-Custom sizes and finishes available

CuBIST CONSOLE
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dimensions
79"W x 32.5"h x 19"d

-two working drawers
-hardware not included

-Custom sizes and finishes available

GRESHAM CONSOLE
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CAPTAIN DINING CHAIR
dimensions

25"W x 42"h x 26.5"d

-Custom sizes available



44

ENTRy CHAIR
dimensions

27"W x 36"h x 26"d

-Custom sizes available
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ExPOSED LEG DINING CHAIR
dimensions

Chair:  20"W x 40"h x 25"d
double bench:  40"W x 40"h x 25"d

triple bench:  60"W x 40"h x 25"d

-available with a flat or camel top
-available as a double or triple bench

-different base styles available
-Custom sizes available
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HALF CIRCLE DINING BENCH
dimensions

low: 60"W x 34"h x 25"d
very low: 60"W x 28"h x 25"d

-Custom sizes available
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LOW BACK DINING CHAIR
dimensions

20"W x 34"h x 25"d

-available with a camel top
-different base styles available

-Custom sizes available
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NEW BENCH / NEW CHAIR
dimensions

Chair:  26"W x 43"h x 28"d
bench:  52"W x 43"h x 30"d

-upholstered
-Custom sizes and finishes available



49

PARSONS DINING CHAIR
dimensions

Chair:  20"W x 40"h x 25"d
double bench:  40"W x 40"h x 25"d

triple bench:  60"W x 40"h x 25"d

-available with a camel top
-available with upholstered or wooden legs

-Custom sizes available



50

ST. JAMES CHAIR /ST. JAMES STOOL
dimensions

Chair:  25"W x 31"h x 22"d
Counter stool:  25"W x 35"h x 22"d

bar stool:  25"W x 39"h x 22"d

-upholstered back
-available with tight seat or feather blend seat cushion

-available with or without arms (21"W without arms)
-Custom sizes available
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TEA CHAIR
dimensions

21"W x 35"h x 24"d

-available with or without casters
-Custom sizes available
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IvESTON DINING TABLE
dimensions
48"dia x 30"h
54"dia x 30"h
60"dia x 30"h

-available with leaves
-Custom sizes and finishes available



53

SPANISH DINING TABLE
dimensions

72"W x 30"h x 42"d
84"W x 30"h x 42"d
96"W x 30"h x 42"d

-available with leaves
-Custom sizes and finishes available
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SANTA BARBARA MIRROR
dimensions

small:  43"W x 50"h
large:  52"W x 76"h

-available with antiqued glass and metal insets
-Custom sizes and finishes available
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vENETIAN MIRROR
dimensions

small:  36"W x 42"h
large:  36"W x 80"h

round:  40"dia

-available with antiqued glass
-Custom sizes and finishes available
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square:  
36"W x 19"h x 36"d
42"W x 19"h x 42"d
48"W x 19"h x 48"d
52"W x 19"h x 52"d

-slipcovered
-17.5"h without casters

-Custom sizes and finishes available

round:  
36"dia x 19"h
42"dia x 19"h
48"dia x 19"h
52"dia x 19"h

dimensions
rectangular: 

36"W x 19"h x 20"d
42"W x 19"h x 20"d
48"W x 19"h x 20"d
52"W x 19"h x 20"d

COFFEE TABLE OTTOMAN
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CuBED OTTOMAN
dimensions

small:  18"W x 18"h x 18"d
large:  20"W x 20"h x 20"d

-upholstered or slipcovered
-Custom sizes and base finishes available
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square:  
30"W x 17"h x 30"d
36"W x 17"h x 36"d

-slipcovered
-Custom sizes available

ExPOSED LEG OTTOMAN
dimensions

rectangular: 
24"W x 17"h x 20"d
30"W x 17"h x 24"d
34"W x 17"h x 24"d
40"W x 17"h x 24"d
48"W x 17"h x 30"d
54"W x 17"h x 30"d
60"W x 17"h x 30"d
68"W x 17"h x 30"d
72"W x 17"h x 34"d

round:  
30"dia x 17"h
36"dia x 17"h
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square:  
36"W x 19"h x 36"d
42"W x 19"h x 42"d

dimensions
rectangular: 

24"W x 19"h x 20"d
42"W x 19"h x 20"d
52"W x 19"h x 20"d
84"W x 19"h x 20"d

-slipcovered
-available without tufting
-17.5"h without casters

-Custom sizes and finishes available

FRANCIS OTTOMAN

round:  
36"dia x 19"h
42"dia x 19"h
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square:  
36"W x 19"h x 36"d
42"W x 19"h x 42"d
48"W x 19"h x 48"d
52"W x 19"h x 52"d

-upholstered
-tufted with or without buttons

-17.5"h without casters
-Custom sizes and finishes available

round:  
36"dia x 19"h
42"dia x 19"h
48"dia x 19"h
52"dia x 19"h

dimensions
rectangular: 

36"W x 19"h x 20"d
42"W x 19"h x 20"d
48"W x 19"h x 20"d
52"W x 19"h x 20"d

NEW INDIES OTTOMAN
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square:  
36"W x 19"h x 36"d
42"W x 19"h x 42"d
48"W x 19"h x 48"d
52"W x 19"h x 52"d

-upholstered
-available with or without tufting

-17.5"h without casters
-Custom sizes and finishes available

round:  
36"dia x 19"h
42"dia x 19"h
48"dia x 19"h
52"dia x 19"h

dimensions
rectangular: 

36"W x 19"h x 20"d
42"W x 19"h x 20"d
48"W x 19"h x 20"d
52"W x 19"h x 20"d

 

PROvENCE OTTOMAN
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square:  
36"W x 19"h x 36"d
42"W x 19"h x 42"d
48"W x 19"h x 48"d
52"W x 19"h x 52"d

-upholstered
-available with or without tufting

-17.5"h without casters
-Custom sizes and finishes available

round:  
36"dia x 19"h
42"dia x 19"h
48"dia x 19"h
52"dia x 19"h

dimensions
rectangular: 

36"W x 19"h x 20"d
42"W x 19"h x 20"d
48"W x 19"h x 20"d
52"W x 19"h x 20"d

 

PROvENCE OTTOMAN WITH SHELF
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round:  
30"dia x 17"h
36"dia x 17"h

square:  
30"W x 17"h x 30"d
36"W x 17"h x 36"d

-slipcovered
-Custom sizes available

dimensions
rectangular: 

24"W x 17"h x 20"d
30"W x 17"h x 24"d
34"W x 17"h x 24"d
40"W x 17"h x 24"d
48"W x 17"h x 30"d
54"W x 17"h x 30"d
60"W x 17"h x 30"d
68"W x 17"h x 30"d
72"W x 17"h x 34"d

 

SKIRTED OTTOMAN
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-Custom sizes and options available

CuSTOM PILLOWS
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PET BEDS
dimensions

small:  22" round or square
medium:  32" round or square

large:  42" round or square

-Custom sizes available
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dimensions
rectangular:  

16"W x 25"h x 30"d
square:  

24"W x 25"h x 24"d

-Custom sizes and finishes available

CuBIST SIDE TABLE
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dimensions
30"W x 28"h x 30"d

-available with glass on top shelf only
-available with or without bottom shelf

-Custom sizes and finishes available

FORDHAM SIDE TABLE
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IvESTON SIDE TABLE
dimensions
26"dia x 26"h

-Custom sizes and finishes available



69

SKIRTED GLASS SIDE TABLE
dimensions

 round:  
24"dia x 30"h
28"dia x 30"h
30"dia x 30"h

-available with a flat or ruffled skirt
-available with annealed or beveled glass

-Custom sizes available

square:  
28"W x 30"h x 28"d
30"W x 30"h x 30"d


